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The dining parlor—which Sutro Architects 
outfitted with a sculptural sofa and chandelier, 
both by David Weeks, along with a custom 
David Nashif live-edge table flanked by Saa-
rinen chairs—is ideal for gatherings such as 
book-club meetings.

FAMILY
A PALO ALTO HOME BALANCES THE 
CLIENTS’ DESIRE FOR A ZEN ENVIRONMENT 
WITH THEIR ACTIVE AND CREATIVE 
LIFESTYLE
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F
O R  A  R E C E N T LY  CO M P L E T E D  P R OJ E C T  I N  PA LO  A LTO, 
the clients—a couple and their brood of four—initially sought 
to update their existing house, which was built in the 1920s. 
Potential planning challenges, however, convinced them to 
instead start from scratch on their 16,250-square-foot lot. 
Stephen Sutro’s namesake firm spearheaded the architecture 
and interior design, ensuring cohesion between the structure 

and the elements within it. Working in conjunction with von Clemm 
Construction and landscape designer Bernard Trainor of Ground Studio, the 
effort ultimately yielded a larger main house, totaling 4,500 square feet and a 
1,100-square-foot guest house. 

According to Sutro, “the approximate shape” of the original abode carried 
over, including its sloped roof and a gable. “They really liked the upstairs—
having these quaint and quirky little areas due to the sloped roof,” adds Joo Y. 
Oh, who served as the project architect and interior designer. “For a moment, 
we did consider a redesign of the massing that was more modern and boxy, 
but the clients decided that would draw too much attention and wasn’t in 
keeping with the architecture of the neighborhood.”

OPPOSITE The homeowner’s passion for rock-climbing is represented in the 
limestone-clad wall.

BELOW The kitchen’s white upper cabinets and Caesarstone countertops harmo-
nize with lower cabinets made of eucalyptus wood. A horizontal window—a break 
in the marble backsplash—invites sunlight and allows a peek at the greenery.
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From the sidewalk, the residence doesn’t appear much 
bigger than its predecessor—thanks to the excavation of a 
full basement level whose light court, 10 1/2-foot ceilings 
and wide hallways “overcome the feeling that you’re in a 
basement,” notes Sutro. The main house’s extra square 
footage allows for several kid-centric zones; among them, 
a creativity studio on the first floor and a downstairs 
hobby room. There’s an upstairs playroom, too, not to 
mention an expansive backyard—complete with a zip line 
and a trampoline—as well as a green roof. “Collaborative 
family spaces were a major priority,” says Sutro. 

When it came to the interior’s aesthetic, the clients 
craved a sense of calm. To that end, the Sutro team 
combined a materials palette of stone, wood, steel, and 
glass with a neutral color scheme that relies on a 

multitude of textures. Case in point: The dining parlor is 
awash in creamy hues, including a Sdraio lounge chair 
with a leather sling seat and a Holly Hunt ottoman 
covered in a Holland & Sherry bouclé. Meanwhile, Poli-
form’s Mondrian coffee table features a marble surface, 
and David Nashif fabricated the dining table with a live-
edge wood top. Parallel to the nine-foot custom table is a 
limestone-clad wall—a nod to the wife’s affinity for 
rock-climbing. 

In the casual dining and family rooms, sculptural 
forms—such as B&B Italia’s Link table, made of a single 
piece of resin, and Knoll’s iconic Womb chair—continue 
to counterbalance the house’s crisp and tailored lines. 
“A lot of the furnishings are organic, fluid and soft,” says 
Oh. The architect, who earned a BFA from the School of 

The art collection includes a steel sculpture by Matt 
Devine and a painting by Jeffrey Beauchamp; both piec-
es were procured through Simon Breitbard Fine Arts.

OPPOSITE In a bedroom shared by two of the children, 
the world map is from UK-based MuralsWallpaper. 
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TRANSFORMATION 
IN LOS ALTOS

the Art Institute of Chicago, also curated the art throughout, calling on Simon Breitbard 
Fine Arts, Friedman Benda, and Hang Art. A showstopper is the commissioned Matt 
Devine steel sculpture, powder-coated white, on the wall of the stairs joining the first and 
second floors. 

Sutro describes the overall sensibility as “light and bright,” he says. “Nothing is painted 
or stained to look too different from its natural state, and the artwork and objects stand 
out.” This approach fulfilled the clients’ wishes in spades. “With so many activities and the 
kids running around, [the wife] mentioned many times that she wanted the interior to be 
very Zen,” recalls Oh. “Every time we talk, she says, ‘I love my sanctuary.’” CH

ABOVE Outside, a cedar 
trellis adds warmth to the 
structure. Bernard Trainor of 
Ground Studio was tasked 
with the landscaping.

LEFT TO RIGHT Limestone was used in the powder room, providing a visual tie to the nearby 
dining parlor. The patio is furnished with Henry Hall Designs seating from Dunkirk as well as 
a table and dining chairs by Ethimo from Niche Beverly. The nook beneath the stairs offers 
another cozy spot for the kids to hang out. The playroom’s sail poufs and pendant lights are 
from YLighting.


